
age-range were no more easily misled than older
children to make false reports of abuse when asked
misleading questions about a staged event such as,
"He took yom clothes off, didn't he?" (Goodman, et
aI., 1991) Also, astudyof72 non-abnsedS and 7 year
old girls questioned about genital contact occurring
dming a medical exam revealed that such children
were highly resistant to misleading abuse questions
(Saywitz, et al .., 1991). This study also revealed that
"direct" questions focusing on genital touch (e.g,
"Did the doctor touch you there?" pointing to the
anatomical doll's vagina or anus) elicited few false
reports ofgenital contact, ie., 2 86% false reports of
vaginal touch and 556% false reports of anal touch
Moreover, of the tiu·ee children who erroneously re
sponded "yes" to one of the direct questions concern
ing genital touch, two were Wlable to provide any
elaborationwhatsoeverabout the allegedgenital touch
ing when questioned further Skilled forensic inter
viewers recognizethat itwouldbe entirely inappropri
ate to conclude that child sexual abuse had occurred
based solely on an Wlelaborated singular "yes" re
sponse of this sort

Thus, empirical studies whichhave investigated
the effectsofvarioustypes ofabuse-focusedquestions
have fOWld that, while there is the "potential" for
leading and dir·ect questions relating to genital contact
to elicit false reports from some non-abused children
Wlder certain circumstances, the proportion of chil
dren actually misled in this fashion was relatively
small. Fmthermore, the nature of the false reports of
genital oontactelicited inthese studies generally would
not lead prudent investigators to conclude that abuse
had occmred, in the absence of other supporting
evidence"

Although children are not necessarily more sug
gestible than adults inall situations, there do appear to
be some age-related considerations concerning sug
gestibility, For example, very yOWlg children (par
ticularly those Wlder 4 years old) tend to be more
vulnerable than older children and adults to "going
along" with the interviewer's misleading questions
and suggestions·-even when such childrenrealize the
suggestions contained in the question are incorrect
(King & Yuille, 1987;Saywitz,etaL, 1991;Zaragoza,
1987). In such cases, the child's agreement with the
false information proposed by the questioner is not
attributable to the child's lackofmemory for the event
in question, but rather reflects a tendency on the part
of some YOWlger children to acquiesce to the "social
demand features" of the interview oontext (King &
Yuille, 1987) That is, a greater "status differential"
existsbetweenYOWlger children and adults than exists
between individuals who are more similar in regards
to age, autonomy, authority, expeIience, and sophisti
cation And this "status differential" can contribute to
the likelihood of lower starus individuals (Le, chil
dren) deferringtothe authorityandpresumably greater
wisdom ofhigher status individuals (Le., adults) This
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In recent years, there has been a growing trend
in cases of child sexual abuse to fault those who
perform forensic interviews of children for their use
of improper interview techniques and questions
(Myers, 1992) A major n'Qnt of this "attack on the
interviewer" includes the premise that children are
highly suggestible and are therefore easily led or,
more ac.curately, "misled" by the use of improper
questions to initiate or affirm false allegations of
sexual abuse. More specifically, it is argued that
false accusations of sexual abuse are easily elicited
from non-abused children when they are asked mis
leading questions which erroneously imply that they
were sexually abused

Although there is some debate over which
types ofquestions truly qualify as being"leading", it
is generally agreed that questions which suggest
certain information and tempt or pressurethe child to
agree with the suggested information are clearly
leading The question "Yom daddy touched yom
pee-pee, didn't he?" is an example of a clearly
leading question. Whenthe suggestedinformation is
erroneous, such questions are more accwately la
beled "misleading" questions,

Some have pmported that because children are
so suggestible, even '~fOcused" and "direct" ques·~

tions (i.e., questions whichcontaininformation about
possible sexual abuse but which do not blatantly
tempt or pressme the child to agree), ar·e likely to
mislead non-abused children to falsely claim abuse.
Thus, focused and direct questions such as, "Did
anybody ever touch yom pee-pee?" have been tar
geted for attack as well. Consequently, childrm's
affirmative statements of sexual abuse made in re
sponse to clearly leading questions as well as to
direct and focused questions are arguably "highly
suspect," and interviewers who utilize such ques
tions can anticipate being criticized and challenged
for this practice.

What Do We Know About Children's
Suggestibility and Their Ability to Resist
Misleading Questions?

Research indicates that suggestibility is not a
"trait" that remains constant for an individual re
gardless of the circumstances (Saywitz & Snyder,
1993.) Children as well as adults are sometimes
suggestibleand susceptibleto misleading questions
Suggestibility is an extremely complex, multiply
determined phenomenon. Situational factors relat
ing to the interview context as well as memory
factors influence the suggestibility of adults and
children alike

Overall, studieshavenotconvergedonasimple
orlinear relationshipbetweenage andsuggestibility.
Research has consistently shown that, by the time
childrenreach 10or II years ofage, they are nomore
suggestible than adults (Cole & Loftus, 1987) How
ever, studies ofnon-abused children as yOWlg as 4 to
7 years old have demonstrated that children in this

." .'. I
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The nse ofcleatly leading questions which bla
tantly coerce children to agree with the suggested
infotmation is not justifiable in forensic interviews
Although interviewers are also often cautioned about
using "focused" and "direct"questions because ofthe.
potential for influencing and distorting children's ac
counts, banning theu' use altogether is not realistic or
advisable (Saywitz,etal.., 1991).Eventhemostskilled
interviewers will sometimes ask dUect and fOCused
questions which may be construed as leading or mis··
leading. Moreover, research relating to the disclosme
process among sexually abused childr'en as well as
among non-abused 5 and 7 yeat olds questioned about
genital contact occurring duting a medical exam of~

fers a compelling argument for the judicious use of
direct and focused questions.

For years, experienced clinicians have recog
nized that sexually abused children are frequently
quite reluctant to disclose their abuse. In his seminal
article published a decade ago, Roland Summit elo-·
quently articulated theplightofmanysexuallyabused
children who feel compelled to tolerate their abuse in
silence due to their intense fears associated with its
disclosure (Summit, 1983). The findings of recent
empuical studies support what clinicians have been
observingall along. Forexample, SorensonandSnow's
(1991) study of 116 confIrmed cases of child sexual
abuse revealed that 72% of the child-victims denied
being abused when initially questioned. Although
nearly all of the childr-en (most of whom were in.
therapy) eventually disclosed theu abuse, 70% fIrst
provideda minintizedaccount oftheu'abuse,and22%
later recanted their valid allegations of abuse.. Simi
larly, Lawson and Chaffin (1993) found that the ma
jotity (57%) of a sample of pre-pubertal children
diagnosed as having sexually transmitted diseases
(whichwere, at the very least, extremelysuggestiveof
sexual contact) denied any sexual contact when ini
tially interviewed The willingness of the children's
caretakers to consider that sexual contact was a possi
bility was correlatedwiththe children'swillingnessto
reveal abuse.

Researchhas also shown that focused and direct
questions are often necessary in eliciting accurate
accounts of genital touching due to developmental
factors as well as the reluctance of most children to
spontaneously offer such infotmation For example,
inSaywitz, etaL 'sstudy (1991), only 22% ofchildren
who weretouched vaginally and 11 %ofthose touched
anally as part ofa medical exam admitted the genital
touching when asked open-ended questions. Inmarked
contrast, when the same children were asked dU'ect,
focused questions (ie.. , "Did the doctor touch you
there?", pointing to the anatomical doll's vaginal
anus), 86% admitted vaghtal touching and 69% admit- •
ted anal touching. Consequently, exclusive reliance
on"open-ended" questions is higWy likely to result in
a grossunderreportingofgenital contact/sexualabuse
Such a stance is clearly not justified by the existing

was demonstrated in a recent study investigating the
effects of misleading questions on pre-schoolers
which revealed that 3-year-aIds were more likely to
acquiesce to misleading information when it was
presented by an adult interviewer than when the
same infotmation was presented by a 7-yeat-old
child (Ceci, Ross & Toglia, 1987)

Young children tend to view most adults as
authotitative and as the controllers of rewards and
punishments (KoWberg, 1969) Consequently, chil
dren may sometimes agree with the enonoous sug
gestions contained in the adult's misleading ques
tion in order to please the adult or to avoid displeas
ing the adult-even when the child recognizes the
adult's information is erroneous" Somechildrenmay
be too fearful or intimidated to challengeordisagree
with an adult, especially if the adult is authoritatian
and unfriendly (Goodman, etal., 1991). Many chil
dren simply believe they are "not allowed" to chal
lenge ot correct an adult. One 7-yeat-old gul ex
plained in arecent study on children's suggestibility,
"I wouldn't tell the ptincipal he's wrong!" (Moan,
1991) Indeed, children leatn early in life that adults
are smarter, more powetful, and the dispensers of
rewards and punishments, and accommodating to
the suggestions and authotity ofadultsundernotmal
circumstancesis often entirelyappropriate andadap
tive-even when the adult's suggestions may be
erroneous,

'II~~~ Furthermore, children whoiii are uncertain of the accuracy of
the information contained in the
adult's questionmay acqniesceto
the adult's suggestions based on
the mistakenbeliefthat adults are
inherently more knowledgeable
thanchildren.Childrenmaysome
times feel that any question by an
adult requires a definitive answer
and that an "1 don't know" re
sponse is not an option (Raskin&
Yuille, 1989). Children may also

~~i.!£dillBlli12dilliih:11.£b..i....i..ill refrain fromprovidingan "Idon't
know" or an "I don't remember'"

response because they consider 'not knowing' to be
a sign of failure (Moan, 1991) Consequently, such
children may 'gness' the correct answer based on
information contained in the question

Gener'al Guidelines for Using Direct, Focused,
and Clearly Leading Questions.,

While it may be true that some individuals
greatly exaggerate the degree to which children are
susceptible to agreeing with the suggestions con
tained in misleading or diI'ect questions regarding
sexual abuse, it is entirely proper for critics of
interviewing tecimiques to raise reality-based con
cerns about the potential for "contatnination" (e..g.,
the elicitation oferroneous information) when such
questions are used with children

-L. Dennison Reed
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relevant empirical research and would most likely
result in the failure to identify and protect a large
proportion of sexually abused children.

APSAC's Guidelines for Psychosocial Evalu-·
ation ofSuspected Sexual Abuse in Young Children
(1991) recommend that initial questioning shouldbe
as non-directive as possible to elicit spontaneous
respouses and, if open-ended questious are not pro
ductive, more directive questions should follow.

Furthetmore, APSAC's "Guide
lines" state that highly specific
questioning should only be used
when other methods of question
ing have failed, when previous
infotmation warrants substantial
concern, or when the child's de
velopmentallevelprecludesmore
non-directive approaches. How
ever, responses to these questions
shouldbe carefully evaluated and
weighed accordingly. Thus, al
though direct and focused ques
tions may be potentially mislead-

1~~~~'!!1~'!f:~c~~__:62-2.J ing in some situations, their use is
L often justifiable and necessary

Although it is conceivable that non-abused
childrenmay occasionally bemisledto falsely claim
abuse, it is probably much more likely that sexually
abused children can be misled to ruiuiruize, deny, or
recant their abuse. Given that sexually abused chil
dren are often predisposed to deny and ruiuiruize
their abuse (Sorenson & Snow, 1991; Lawson &
Chaffin, 1993), it is probable that misleading ques
tions which erroneously imply the absence ofabuse
or a ruiuiruized version ofabuse may be particularly
influential in eliciting false denials, minimizations,
and recantations flom sexually abused children
Therefore, forensic interviewers should be ntindful
that children canbemisled in either direction - i.e,
to makefalse accusations ofabuse, orto falsely deny
orruiuiruize abuse - and should attempt to structw·e
their questions accordingly

Strategies for Enhancing Children's Resistance
to Misleading Questions.

Forthemostpart, procedures aimed atreducing
children's susceptibility to misleading questions fo
cus onreducing the "statusdifferential" between the
child and the adult interviewer and providing the
child with a clear understanding ofwhat is expected
and desired ofthe child during the interviewtask. By
making the child as comfortable as possible and
encouraging the child to be assertive with the adult
interviewer, the child is empowered and is better
able to resistmisleading by the interviewer Further
more, once the child understands that providing
reliable testimony is what the interviewer desires,
the child's tendency to say things to "please" the
interviewer becomes an asset rather than a liability.

Forseveralyears, highly ski:lledand innovative

forensic interviewers, such as Detective Rick Cage of
Wheaton, Maryland, have been working on the front
lines atdeveloping practicalprocedures for enhancing
the reliability ofchildren's statements in child sexual
abuse cases (personal communications, 1991-1993).
Several ofthe strategies pioneered by Detective Cage
and others appear to be quite promising and useful in
enhancing children's resistance to misleading ques
tions during forensic interviews. Recently, distin
guished researchers inthe fields ofchild development
and child sexual abuse, (e..g., Karen Saywitz, Gail
Goodman) have been empirically studying the effec
tiveness of various methods aimed at enhancing the
reliability ofchildren's statements and reducing their
susceptibility to misleading questions.

The strategies that are described below have
been utilized experimentally by experienced foreusic
interviewers andrepresent thosewhich appear to have
practical uti:li:ty and "face" validity. As a psychologist,
I have found these strategies to be useful in enhancing
children's resistance to misleading questions during
psychosocial evaluations in cases ofsuspectedsexual
abuse.. One of these strategies in particular (i.e., #7)
has also been effective in rehabilitating children's
credibility when it has been attacked on the grounds
that the child's allegations were a product of leading
qnestions and ar·e, therefore, unreliable.. As noted
below, several of the suggested strategies have been
empirically studied and validated in situations which
more or less mimic the forensic interview. The reader
should be cautioned, however, that research in this
area is extremely complex and is sti:ll incomplete in
manyrespects. Therefore, someofthe suggestedstrat
egies, while appearing useful, wi:ll requir·e further
empirical study and validation before we can be con
fident in their efficacy in this regard. In addition, the
suggested strategies require varying degrees ofinter
viewing ski:ll and clinical judgement and should be
perfected before being attempted in actual forensic
interviews Strategies of this sort are potentially dan
gerous in the hands of those who are not skilled and
knowledgeable in the performance of forensic inter
views in cases of suspected child sexual abuse, and
they are not intended for individuals who lack exper
tise in this area

1. Be friendly rather than authoritarian with
the child. Research by Goodman, et al (1991) has
shown that 3 and 4 year-olds whowereinterviewed by
an adult who acted "friendly" (i.e .. , smiled,
complimented the child, gave the child cookies) were
more resistant to misleading abuse-related questions
than same--aged children who were interviewed by an
"unfriendly" adult (ie, who rarely smiled, did not
complimentthe child or give the child a snack). When
the interviewer develops rapport with the child by
being friendly and empathic, the child is less likely to
feel too intimidated by the status differential to resist
theadultinterviewer'smisleadi:ngquestions. Ofcourse,
caution should be exercised so that certain responses

continued on next page
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undesitable. Empirical research has shown that when
children understand that the intelviewel is not repeat
ing questions because the child's ea:Ilier answers were
incorrect, children are less likely to change an answer
they know to be correct in order to appease the inter- •
viewer. I use instructions similar to the following to
reduce the potentially misleading effects of repeated
questions:

"Sometimes I mightfoTgetwhatI already asked
you So I mightaskyou the same question again
and again. IfI askyou the same question mOTe
than one time, it's not becauseyou gave me the
wrong answer the first time It~sJust becaus'e I
forget sometimes. Soyoujustkeepgiving me the
answer you know is right even ifI ask the same
question again and again, okay?"

4. Give the child pelmission to decline an
sweringquestions that are too difficult to discuss at
the moment. For a child who has been sexually
abused, certainaspects oftheabuse may be too embar
rassing or fIighteuing for the child to discuss at a
particular moment Consequently, the child may be
unwilling to volunteer this information and may take
refuge indenying orminimizing the abuse - especially
when asked misleading questions which imply the
absence ofabuse or which minimize the abuse. Thus,
when misleading questions of this sort are asked, the
embarrassedorfrightened childmay avoid the topic of
abuse and the concomitant distress it provokes by
agreeing withthe interviewel's suggestion that"noth-.
ing" or "nothing else" happened. 1herefore, it is
important to enable the child to avoid discussing
aspects of the abuse that are too frighteuing, embar
lassing, or painful to talk about at the time, while still
attempting to elicit as much factual infolmation as
possible. Instructions such as the following can be
helpful in this regard:

"ljyou do not want to answer some of the
questions Tight now, you don't have to lust tell
me 'I don't want to answeT that question Tight
now' if it is too hard to talk about at the mo
ment...

It can be counterproductive to overemphasize
the point that the child need not tell you everything at
the moment because a child may opt to avoid talking
about theabuse altogethel .As always, the interviewer's
sensitivity to the child's pledicament and the
interviewer's judgement about the child's ability to
tolerate a discussion about certain topics related to
abuse are the key deteuuinants in how and whethel
this strategy isused. When a child is given pelmission
"not to talk" about aspects of the abuse that are too
distressing this can, paradoxically, result in the child
being morewilling and able to disclose such abuse. By
gi~gsuch ~r.~ion,the in~lvieweI'is communi- •
catmg a sensitiVity to the child's predicament and
empowering the child withchoices about the direction
oftheinterview.. Consequently, the childmay thenfeel
a sense of control and may feel "safe enough" to

continued on next page
, .

by the child are not being selectively reinforced, te.,
smiling only when the child provides responses
affirming abuse.

2" Explain to the child that you are naive,
especially regarding the facts ofthe case. Because
children sometimes mistakenly presume that adults
inherently know more than children, thele is a risk
that a child may acquiesce to the adnlt's misleading
questions even though the adnlt's suggestions di
rectly contmdict the child's memory of the event in

question. In a selies of studies of
;:;;C;;:;;C;;:;;C;;:;;C;;:;;C;"TJ children's suggestibility, Saywitz

and Snyder (1993) found that 7
year olds were more likely to re
sist misleading questions when
they were told to trust their own
memoriesbecausethe interviewer
was not knowledgeable about the
event in question as he wasn't
present when it occurred. There
fore, interviewers can minimize
children's resistance to mislead
ing by stating to the child some

'"'""=======~__=~""-=" thing like:

"I wasn't there, so I don't know what
happened I need your help to learn about
what happened. "

Detective Cage often uses what he refers to as
the "Colombo approach" when intelviewing chil
dren wherein he portmys himself as being generally
uninformed, quite puzzled, and needing the child's
help. This approach encomages the child to 'edu
cate' the apparently naive interviewer

3. Advise the child that if questions are
repeated, this does not mean the child's previous
response was incolT'ect. Sometimes forensic inter"·
viewels ask children the same question more than
once. 1his may be uuintentional, as when the intel~

viewerforgets that the question waspreviously asked
and answered, or it may be delibemte, as when the
interviewer is attempting toassess the child's consis
tency in responding. In either case, children may be
misled by repetitive questions, especially when the
questions are repeated verbatim

When questions are repeated, children may
infer that their initial response was incollect or
displeasing to the interviewer. As a resnlt, children's
confidence in their earlier response may be under
mined, and they may then provide an alternate re
sponse, Or, some children who remain confident in
the accmacy of their earliel response may still feel
pressured to alter their subsequent response to avoid
displeasing the interviewer - particnlarly if the
inteIviewer is intimidating

In ordel to minimize the likelihood of children
being misled by repetitive questions, the interviewer
is advised to rephrase questions which are repeated
and to explain that questions will not be repeated
because the child's initial response was wrong or
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discuss material that would otherwise be too threat
ening or embarrassing ro discuss.

5., Encourage the child to admit lack of
memOIY orknowledgeratherthanguessing.. Some
times childrenpresume thatany question askedby an
adultrequiresa 'defInitive' answer.. (Raskin & Yuille,
1989) Children may also have been encouraged to
'guess' answers to questions in certain situations
rather than admit ignorance, i.e" games, school, etc,
Consequently, when they do not know orremember
the correct answer, children will sometimes'guess'
the answer.. If a question is leading, the child may
answer by affirming the infonnation suggested by
the question, When such questions are misleading,
rhe child may answer by affirming the etroneous
suggestion contained in the question

Dr.. Karen Saywitz recently described a sUat
egy which has been incOIporated into the "modified
cognitive interview" which appeal'S to reduce the
likelihood that children will guess answers to ques
tions (Saywitz, 1992) I use situilar instmctions to
discourage children from guessing answers to ques
tions, such as the following:

"Nobody kno,,",s everyrhing, do they? I'll be

~§i~~~§~~~C'ii2G-;;-;;:;;;;:if?i\'Tlasking you lOIS of questions
.tlj1~t~1t;Jqn;1 today Some will be eary and

some will be hard Sometimes
you maynotknow/or sure what
the rightanswer is' Maybe you
forgot or youjust dan't kno,,",

:tt)0..ll~(it jlljyou don't know what the
i>ift<fhp'4"1 Tightansweri~forsure,please

don 't gue~s an answer:, Only
tell me what you really know
faT sure and what you really
remember. Ijyou don't know

[{{m••"<', the answer orifyouforget,fust
say 'I don't know, ' aT 'I/OT

!t~l~tli,·;d get,' becaus'e that~s the right
answer"

Research and clinical expe
rience have shown that mere instructions ofthis sort
have a lituitedeffect unless they are accompartied by
practice or role-playing with the child (Saywitz &
Snyder, 1993). Therefore, it is critical that this con
cept is role-played with the child and that the child is
praised for admitting "1 don't know" at the appropri
ate times. The child should also be given cOirective
feedback if shejhe 'guesses' answers. The inter
viewer may role-play this concept by asking the
child about things the child has no knowledge OI
ffieffiOIY of~ such as:

"Howald am I?"

"What is my wife '5 name?»

"How many halTS are on you,. head?"

"What did the doctor say to your mommy the
day you were born?»

While it is important to discoutage guessing by
the child, research and clinical experience have

shown that there is a risk that the child may
overgeneralize the "1 don't know" response if the
intervieweroveremphasizesthis response set (Saywitz
& Snyder, 1993). Therefore, the interviewer should
take care to encouragethe child to be selective inusing
the "I don't know" response and to provide defmitive
answers when the child knows what the cOlfectanswer
is

6. Encourage the child to admit confusion
rather' than guessing. Sometimes children do not
understandthe interviewer's question andmay'guess'
what the question means and respond accordingly
Whenthe confusing question is a misleading question,
the child is likely to respond based on the etroneous
suggestion that is contained in the quesrion.. Studies by
Saywitz and Snyder (1993) have shown that sensitiz
ing children to the possibility that the interviewer may
askconfusing questions, and role-playing appropliate
assettive responses to be used by the child when hel
she is confused can reduce the risk of guessing In
structions similarto the following, when accompanied
by role-playing, can discourage guessing when the
child is confUsed:

"Some ofthe questions I'll be asking you will be
tricky and they mightgetyou mixedup because
theyget lots a/people mixedup. Ineedyourhelp
so I don't get you mixed up Ij I ask you some
thing that makes you get mixed up, please just
,ay, 'Huh?' or 'I don't know what you mean'
Then I '11 say the question with newwords to help
you under:stand »

This strategy should be role-played with the
child and the child should be praised fOi appropriately
adruitting confUsion and for not guessing. Also, COf

rective feedback should be given to the child if the
child guesses or fails to admit conlusion. Questions
such as the following can be used to assess and
facilitate the child's willinguess to admit confusion:

"ljin is around, what is out?»

"When Mickey Mouse was little and Donald
Duck was big, what did the Ninja Turtles s'ee in
the swimming pool on top afthe ca,.?"

"Howmanygazintas are there ina babalooza?"

7, Encoul'3ge the child to disagree with you
and to con'ect you when you misstate the facts.
Disagreement and correction demonstrate that the
child has a clear grasp of the facts, is not responding
unthinkingly, and is willing to be assertive with the
interviewer when the interviewer makes mistakes
(Myers, 1992 ppA9-S0).. Of the various sUategies
described in this article, encouraging children to dis
agree with the interviewer's incorrect statements re
quires the highest level of clinical judgement and
sophistication Therefore, this strategy in particular is
not recommended for interviewers lacking in experi
ence or training.. The following instructions and role
playing exercises should occur prior to and separate
from abuse-specific quesrioning:

continued on next page
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"Sometime,s I get mixedup and say the wrong
thing, I needyourhelp so I don't say the wrong
thing If I do say the wrong thing, will you
please tell me?Just say 'That~s not right, 'or;
'You made a mistake' Olmy?"

Again, research has shown that mere instruc
tions ofthis sorthave a limited effect unless they are
accompanied by practice or role-playing with the
child, Therefore, prior to abuse-specific question··
ing, the interviewer should deliberately missrate
information which the child knows for certain to be
incorrect, Such deliberately misleading questions
should be relatively innocuous and should not be
specific to the allegedabuse as this may conraminate

the child's sratements For ex
ample, the interviewer might ask
the deliberately misleading ques
tion, "Isyom sister'snameMary?"
to a child who has no sister and
hasalreadytold the interviewerof
this, Or, the interviewermaypoint
to a piclUle ofMickey Mouse and
say to a child who has already
correctly identified Mickey
Mouse, "No, that's DonaldDuck,
isn't it?"Severaldeliberately mis
leading questions of this sort
should be asked and the child
should be praised for "catching"
theintelviewer'smistakes and for
"cOirecting" the intelvieweI

If the child initially "goes
along" with the erroneous information conrained in
the interviewer's deliberately misleading questions,
itmay be helpful to bring this to the child's attention
and to further encomage the child to "listen very
carefully" for the interviewer's misrakes and to cor
rect the interviewerwhen suchmisrakes ate made" If,
in fact, the child continues to agt'ee with the
interviewer'smisstatedinformationdespiteconcerted
efforts to get the child to correct the interviewer's
"mistakes," the inteIviewer should be concerned
about the child's attentiveness and vulnerability to
suggestion" The interviewershould thenrake steps to
heighten the child's attention and should be ex
tremely cautious about using potentially misleading
questions with such a child

Since the defense often argues that children are
inherently higWy suggestible, it can be invaluable to
demonstrate that the child whose testimony is in
question was able to resist non-abuse··related mis
leading questions dming thesame forensic interview
in which abuse was alleged" While the child's dem
onstrated resistance to non-abuse-related mislead
ing questions doesnot"prove" that the childwas also
resistant to abuse-related misleading questions, it
can go a long way incountering the argumentthat the
child in question yielded to the interviewer's ques
tious suggesting abuse because "children as a class"
are so easily misled by interviewers" Such evidence

can also be quite helpful in esrablishing indicia of
reliability in the context of exceptions for hearsay
statements

Conclusion
There is little empirical support for the notion

that children are easlily misled to falsely claim sexual
abuse, Nevertheless,forensicinterviewersare strongly
encomaged to rake reasonable steps to minimize the
risk of misleading children either to falsely claim
abuse, or to minimize, falsely deny, or recant their
abuse, The strategies for erthancing children's resis
tance to misleading questions discussed in this article
have been used in forensic practice and appear to be
promising" Although empirical studyofthesuggested
strategiesisnotcomplete, fmdings thus fiu are encom
aging, Significantly, such sttategies may serve not
only to enhance children's resistance to misleading
questions, but to enhance the perception ofchildren's
credibility by the triers offact When the interview is
attacked on the gtounds that the child was misled by
the interviewer to falsely claim abuse, the use ofthese
str'3tegies may make the forensic intetview more de,·
fensible,
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